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Siraj Teli Hosts Reception In
Honor Of All BMGians

Talk of the Month

Rs480mln contract for KCCI’s new building
construction awarded, reveals Chairman BMG
Chairman Businessmen Group (BMG) & Former
President Karachi Chamber Siraj Kassam Teli
has announced that the contract for construction
of Karachi Chamber’s new building in Clifton has
finally been awarded to Times Group Pvt.
Limited and the construction work has begun
which will be completed within the next oneand-a-half year.
“Each and every single aspect was thoroughly
reviewed prior to finalizing the contract in which
the contractor has quoted a sum of Rs480
million for the construction of KCCI’s new
building”, Siraj Teli added while speaking at a
reception hosted by him in honor of all
BMGIANs who continued to extend nonstop
support during the last 20 years of BMG at KCCI.
Vice Chairmen BMG & Former Presidents Zubair
Motiwala, Haroon Farooki and Anjum Nisar,
President KCCI Muffasar Atta Malik, Senior Vice
President Abdul Basit Abdul Razzak, Vice
President Rehan Hanif, all Former Presidents,
Managing Committee members and around 300
BMGIANs attended the reception.
Congratulating BMGIANs on this milestone
achievement, Siraj Teli said that keeping in view
the expertise of Contractor, who has also
constructed Bakht Tower in Clifton, and the
enormous experience of Architect Asad IA Khan,
who architected Prime Minister House and many

other projects, the construction work for KCCI
Building will be completed within the given time
period and it will certainly be an ideal building as
everything in the building plan has been finalized
after detailed analysis.

elections during initial years were contested by
our opponents, which were really stiff but in all
these elections, the opponents faced terrible
defeat. “During those days, we struggled a lot to
seek support of voters by carrying out massive
election campaigns and today, I see many of
those faces who had always been there with us
and fully supported us in all the elections”, Siraj
Teli said, “Since 2007, Businessmen Group has
been constantly winning KCCI’s elections
unopposed and the election held in 2003 was
also won unopposed in which I personally
contested.”

Chairman BMG, while paying glowing tribute to
all the BMGIANs, particularly those who have
been constantly supporting him since BMG

In 1998, the Businessmen Group was formed
along with S. M. Muneer to contest in KCCI’s
election against Tariq Sayeed and this
collaboration with S. M. Muneer continued in
three elections but as differences emerged, we
decided to part ways with S. M. Muneer’s Group.
“However, we remained determined, struggled
really hard and faced many cases filed by our
rivals but we boldly defended our position and
succeeded in gaining the trust and confidence of
entire business and industrial community”, he
added.

came into existence in 1998, said “It was not an
easy task to unshackle Karachi Chamber from
the clutches of Tariq Sayeed and his allies but
thanks to the untiring efforts, hard work,
honesty and sincerity of all BMGIANs, we
succeeded in completely expelling them from
KCCI.”

He said that because of our sincerity and
dedication, nobody including our opponents can
dare to point finger at us for any misconduct or
wrongdoing.

He recalled that out of 20 elections held since
1998, 12 elections were triumphed unopposed
by BMG candidates whereas the remaining 8

Prior to our arrival at KCCI, election on a mere
number of just 800 to 1000 votes was usually
held at KCCI, of which around 400 voters were
fake and the same practice of casting fake votes
is still going on at FPCCI but when BMG came
forward to contest against Tariq Sayeed, voters’
turnout in between 40 to 50 percent was
witnessed in the elections and we outshined in
all the elections. Our hard work, sincerity and all
out efforts led to victory of BMG candidates in
all the elections, he added.
He said, “During those days, the clear difference
between our rivals and us was that they only
served a handful of not more than three to four
hundred businessmen who were their favorites
whereas we served everyone and even our
opponents without any discrimination so that
their genuine issues could be resolved. During
all these years, we were never involved in any
misconduct or embezzled public’s money. It is
only due to our honestly and sincerity that we
remain in power at KCCI since 20 years which is
a huge period. Although we don’t have any
opponent contesting against us anymore, yet we
continue to honestly and sincerely serve the
business and industrial community with the
same spirit and intent.”
Siraj Teli stressed that ‘Public Service’ was, is
and will always be their motto and they will
continue to do something good for Karachi as
done in the past on many occasions. “We will
strive really hard to resolve the actual issues
being faced by anyone without any
discrimination between the poor or rich,
member or non-member and friend or foe”.
Chairman BMG informed the guests that in order
to improve the functioning of Karachi Chamber,
the Executive, Group and General Councils have
been modified and reorganized. Consequently,
Continued to page 17
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Dear Members,
I would like to inform that the Karachi
Chamber, being the largest Chamber
of the country, has commenced the
process
of
compiling
budget
proposals for Federal Budget 201819. Although our budget proposals
were largely overlooked during the
last four budgets and we didn’t
submitted any budget proposals to the
Federal Government last year underprotest but we haven’t lost hope
hence, we plan to send our Budget
Proposals this year, keeping in view
the assurances given by Prime
Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi and
his team who have assured from time
to time to take the business
community on board in the decision
making process.
I hope that the present government
will pay some attention to the
recommendations being given purely
for the economic revival of the
country. In this regard, I would like to
request all member associations of
Karachi Chamber to send their budget
recommendations to this Chamber so
that they could be incorporated in
Karachi Chamber’s Budget Proposals
document to be sent to the decision
makers
in
Islamabad
for
consideration.
Respected members, I would like to
assure that the Karachi Chamber is
trying its level best to ensure an
enabling
business
environment
across Pakistan. We will leave no
stone unturned and knock every
single door to achieve this objective
which is in the larger interest of the
country.
The economy of Pakistan has been
facing
numerous
challenges
nowadays which are mainly due to
poor policies, of which the most
alarming issue being suffered by the
economy is the descending exports.
With rising imports and depleting
exports, Pakistan is going to face lots
of problems, particularly in paying off
its foreign debts.
In order to deal with the economic ills
being faced by the country, the
government needs to review its
policies and introduce massive
number of reforms with a particular
focus on ease of doing business,
simplifying tax collection and
reducing the cost of doing business in
order to enable the industries to
efficiently
compete
in
the
international market. Furthermore,
instead of penalizing the existing
taxpayers, FBR should be strictly
directed to utilize all its resources
towards dealing with tax evaders
Continued to page 22
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NOTICE FOR RENEWAL OF KCCI MEMBERSHIP
All members of the Karachi
Chamber of Commerce and
Industry are hereby informed
that their membership will
expire on 31st March 2018,
irrespective of the date of grant
of membership whereas the
membership renewal process for
2018-19 is currently underway.
KCCI membership is renewed on annual basis upon
fulfilment of the following conditions:
i)

Payment of prescribed subscription fee has to be
made not later than Saturday, 31st March

Mode of Payment:
Payment is accepted through Pay Order, in favor
of Karachi Chamber of Commerce & Industry

2018.
ii) Proof of filing of Income Tax and Sales Tax (if
applicable) for the preceding year should also be
submitted.

OR

HabibMetro

Membership Renewal fee is Rs5,500/Bills against Membership Renewal have already been
dispatched to all members on their respective
available postal addresses. Members can also collect
duplicate bill(s) from Karachi Chamber’s Office in
case they have not received their bill(s).
Cash Deposit Voucher must be submitted at KCCI’s
Membership Department otherwise, the membership
will not be renewed.
Members advised to kindly ignore this notice in case
they have already renewed their membership
whereas any member seeking further assistance in
this regard, can contact relevant department on
Phone # 99218001-9 Ext: 141 or 129 during Office
Hours.

Cash for Membership renewal can be
deposited at any branch of HabibMetro
Bank in Karachi

ل ا

از د

لآ ز
2018
31

ادا
۔
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KCCI delegation meets Mauritian President, gives suggestions for smooth trade
A high level delegation from the Karachi Chamber of Commerce
& Industry, which is currently on a visit to Mauritius, met
President of Mauritius Dr. Ameenah Gurib-Fakim during their visit
to the State House situated in Moka District of Mauritius where
they briefed the President and gave suggestions on how to deal
with some major hurdles hindering smooth trade between the
two countries.
Exchanging views with President Mauritius, KCCI’s delegation,
which was being led by Vice President KCCI Rehan Hanif,
expressed deep concerns over the ban imposed by the Mauritian
government on the imports of meat from Pakistan. They said that
in this regard, officers of Mauritian Health Department are
scheduled to visit Pakistan since last two years to inspect the
health and hygiene conditions of Pakistani meat prior to lifting
ban on meat imports but they have not visited the country so far
and their visit is postponed every time they intend to visit
Pakistan because of minor issues.

Single Country Exhibition which would certainly improve trade
volume and bring the business communities of both countries
more close to each other.
They further expressed concerns over limited period visas being
issued to visitors from Pakistan for up to seven days only which
has to be increased to at least one month in order to encourage
business-to-business and people-to-people interaction between

They requested the Mauritian President to send the Mauritian
Health Officers to Pakistan urgently so that the ban imposed on
meat imports could immediately be lifted which would certainly
help in improving the meager trade volume between the two
countries.
Referring to the last visit of Mauritian President to Pakistan,
KCCI’s delegation recalled that the Mauritian President during the
said visit to Pakistan assured to provide space for organizing
Pakistan’s Single Country Exhibition in Mauritius. In this regard,
they requested the President to instruct the concerned officials to
make arrangements so that the Karachi Chamber could hold
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the two countries which would certainly yield positive results.
After being briefed about the potential of Mauritius, KCCI’s
delegation was fairly convinced that the island was a gateway to
Africa and it has the potential to become Dubai of Africa in the
days to come. Mauritius can be used by the Pakistani business
community to effectively penetrate into the African region where
Pakistan’s trade was almost non-existent.
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Diplomats for improving Pakistan’s perception to
attract foreign investment

Karachi-based diplomats have underscored the need to improve the
perception about Pakistan in order to attract maximum number of
foreign investors who will certainly be interested in massive
investment opportunities available in Pakistan, particularly Karachi.
Exchanging views at a Breakfast Meeting hosted by Karachi
Chamber in a local hotel, they added that Foreign Investors from
their respective countries were keen to explore investment
opportunities in Pakistan but the negative perception, excessive
paper-work and red-tapism were hindering FDI in the country. They
also advised the business and industrial community of Karachi to
focus on diversifying their exports as staying confined mostly to
textile exports would not yield the desired results.

System.
Knode also extended full support and cooperation to KCCI’s
delegation visit to United States this year by facilitating B2B
meetings and other meetings with the officials at Department of
Commerce and Pakistan Chamber of Commerce USA.
He also invited Karachi Chamber to participate in Select USA
Investment Summit that is scheduled to be held in the US from
20th June to 22nd, 2018 which would help them in exploring
investment opportunities in United States and provide a good
platform to explore new business opportunities by interacting with
global participants.

Senior Commercial Officer of United States Steve Knode, Consul
General of Switzerland Philippe Crevoisier, Consul General of
Turkey Tolga Ucak, Vice Consul of Consulate General of Germany
Ingolf Vogel, Commercial Attaché of Turkish Consulate Murat
Mustu, President KCCI Muffasar Atta Malik, Senior Vice President
Abdul Basit Abdul Razzak, Vice President Rehan Hanif, Chairman of
Diplomatic Missions & Embassies Liaison Sub-Committee Sohail
Amin, Chairman Special Committee for My Karachi Exhibition
Muhammad Idrees, Former Presidents Haroon Agar & Iftikhar
Vohra along with Managing Committee members attended the
breakfast meeting.

Consul General of Switzerland Philippe Crevoisier advised KCCI to
hold maximum interaction with their counterparts in Switzerland in
order to improve the existing trade and investment ties between the
two countries.

Senior Commercial Officer of United States Steve Knode, while
commenting on strong trade ties between Pakistan and United
States, said that the trade ties between the two countries have been
improving and today, the trade volume stands at all-time high. “I
have seen lot of positive things and I will encourage US companies
to take benefit of prospective opportunities in Pakistan”, he added.

It is time to shift focus from enhancing trade only to encouraging
investments as well in both the countries through joint ventures, he
added. Vice Consul of Consulate General of Germany Vogel Ingolf,
in his remarks, pointed out that Germany holds many trade and
investment exhibitions throughout the year hence, the business and
industrial community of Karachi Chamber should attend these
exhibitions which would surely bring the business communities
more close to each other.

He informed that the United States has changed its global Travel
Alert System in which countries around the world have been placed
at different levels keeping in view their security situation. Pakistan
was currently at Level 3 whereas some areas in the country were at
Level 4 due to security concerns. “Level 1 means that the country
or area is completely safe to travel”, he explained and hoped that
Pakistan’s current level improves further in the US Travel Alert

Although potential exists but efforts must be made to improve the
perception and image of Pakistan so that the potential could be
transformed into a success story, he added.
Consul General of Turkey Tolga Ucak said that the business
communities of Pakistan and Turkey must seek ways and means of
enhancing trade and investment cooperation.

In his remarks, President KCCI Muffasar Atta Malik, while referring
to Pakistan’s existing trade ties with US, Germany, Switzerland and
Turkey, stressed the need to exchange more trade delegations
between the two countries in order to further improve the existing
trade relations.

In this regard, the Karachi Chamber plans to send its delegations to
United States and European Union countries in the second half of
current calendar year to look for more trade and investment
opportunities, he informed while requesting the Diplomats to
facilitate KCCI delegation’s visit by arranging maximum number of
B2B meetings with the Business and Industrial Communities in
their respective countries.
He informed the Diplomats that Karachi, which is the economic hub
of Pakistan, offers profitable investment opportunities and added
facilities for investment and joint ventures to Foreign Investors.
Referring to two Special Economic Zones being established on
priority in Karachi under CPEC project, he stressed the foreign
investors should take interest in these economic zones where they
can enjoy tax holiday for up to 10 years which is phenomenal,
along with many other benefits, particularly the One-Window
Operation Facility.
“CPEC is a game changer project which will lead to improved
regional economic integration and transform Pakistan into a Central
and South Asian economic hub”, Muffasar Malik said, “Foreign
investors have started showing keen interest in Pakistan and I am
confident that CPEC will bring in a paradigm shift in the business
and industrial scenario of the entire region, hence foreign investors
must also take advantage of the situation by either investing or
undertaking joint ventures in CPEC-related projects.”
He also invited foreign companies to participate in 15th My Karachi
– Oasis of Harmony exhibition scheduled to be organized at Karachi
Expo Center from 20th to 22nd April 2018 which would provide an
excellent opportunity to foreign businessmen and industrialists to
showcase their products and create strong linkages with the
business community of Karachi by holding B2B meetings in a
cordial atmosphere. “As My Karachi Exhibition has successfully
attained its prime objective of promoting the positive image of
Karachi, this year the thrust would be less on the image-building
and more on promoting trade and investment opportunities in the
city”, he added.

KCAA welcomes launch of e-payment solution for duty, taxes
Karachi Customs Agents Association (KCAA) has
welcomed the launching of e-payment solution
by Pakistan Customs to speed up consignment
clearance and trade facilitation.
In a statement issued, the KCAA said Pakistan
Customs has successfully achieved the target
for e-payment of customs
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trade and service provider.

duties and taxes. In this regard User Acceptance
Test (UAT) of e-payments was conducted at
Custom House, Karachi where 1st Good
Declarations was processed live successfully,
duty taxes were paid through online by members
of KCAA.

President Faisal Mushtaq and General Secretary
Mohammad Aamir of KCAA congratulated the
Pakistan Customs in general and worthy
Member (Customs) Federal Board of Revenue
and entire team of Directorate General of
Reforms & Automation in particular on

Hopefully the e-module will be available by next
week for the betterment of entire community of
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achievement
automation.

of

this

landmark

towards

At the occasion of UAT the KCAA assured their
full support and cooperation in times
to come.

PICTORIAL HIGHLIGHTS

President Karachi Chamber Muffasar Atta Malik along with Senior Vice President Abdul Basit Abdul Razzak, Chairman Special Committee for My Karachi Muhammad Idrees and KCCI delegates
called on Consul General, the Kingdom of Thailand Suwat Kaewsook to finalize Thai participation in My Karachi – Oasis of Harmony Exhibition 2018 from 20th to 22nd April 2018.

Chairman Special Committee for My Karachi Exhibition Muhammad Idrees presenting brochure of 15th My Karachi Exhibition to Consul Economic Affairs of Indonesia Ms. Natalia Hardiyati
Soeharso scheduled to be by KCCI with same zeal and enthusiasm at Expo Center. Senior Vice President KCCI Abdul Basit Abdul Razzak, Vice President KCCI Rehan Hanif and others are also
seen in the picture.

Acting President of the Karachi Chamber of Commerce & Industry Abdul Basit Abdul Razzak speaks at Seminar on “Health Awareness” at KCCI. Vice President KCCI Rehan Hanif, Executive &
Medical Director Tabba Heart Institute Dr. Bashir Hanif, Head of Surgery Department of Hashmani Hospital Dr. Abbas Hussain, Executive Karachi Institute of Cardiology Dr. Naseer Uddin
Shaheen, CEO Hashmanis Hospital Dr. Arsalan Hashmani, Chairman of Karachi Chamber's Health & Education Sub-Committee M. Ismail Suria and Secretary General KCCI S.M.H. Rizvi are also
seen in the picture.
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PICTORIAL HIGHLIGHTS

President Karachi Chamber of Commerce & Industry Muffasar Atta Malik presenting crest to leader of Chinese Trade Delegation Mr. Li Zongtao who led a delegation during its visit to
KCCI. Senior Vice President KCCI Abdul Basit Abdul Razzak, Former President Shamim Ahmed Shamsi and Members of Managing Committee KCCI are also seen in the picture.

KCCI Women entrepreneur's subcommittee members were invited by Ms. Rie Mihara, Chief Executive Officer and the Founder of Japanese Makotoya Company at Marco Polo,
PC hotel for introduction of anti-aging supplements. Samples of anti-aging supplements were distributed to participants for one month usage. The session followed by hi tea.

Ms. Durre Shahwar Nisar,
head of KCCI women's wing
with Ms. Rie Mihara. Ms.
Wazahat Nasim, Ms. Huma
Waheed, Ms. Hamida Esbhani,
Ms. Tahira Siraj Shiekh, Ms.
Sakina Hashim, Ms. Muzna
Surwar and Ms. Zubaida
Esbhani are also seen in the
picture.

Ms. Durre Shahwar Nisar,
head of KCCI women's wing,
presenting KCCI publication to
Ms. Rie Mihara. Ms. Wazahat
Nasim, Ms. Huma Waheed,
Ms. Hamida Esbhani, Ms.
Tahira Siraj Shiekh, Ms.
Sakina Hashim and Ms.
Zubaida Esbhani are also seen
in the picture.

President Karachi Chamber of Commerce & Industry Muffasar Atta Malik presenting crest to Mehmood Hamid who led a delegation from All Pakistan Organization of Small Traders and
Cottage Industries during its visit to KCCI. Senior Vice President KCCI Abdul Basit Abdul Razzak and Members of Managing Committee KCCI are also seen in the picture.
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Minimum income tax threshold for individuals may be enhanced to Rs800,000: Minister
The federal government is considering to
enhance the minimum income threshold to
Rs800,000 from existing Rs400,000 for salary
persons for the calculation of tax in the
upcoming budget 2018/2019.
Addressing at Faisalabad Chamber of Commerce
and Industry (FCCI) in Faisalabad, State Minister
for Finance Rana Muhammad Afzal Khan
disclosed that the government was actively
considering a proposal to increase the minimum
tax slab to Rs 600,000 to 800,000.
Rana Afzal also hinted at the corporate tax rate
could also be reduced from existing 30 percent
to 20 percent and said that it could be further
reduced to 15 per cent if the kitty was able to
absorb this decrease.

Supreme Court
orders banks to
pay minimum
pension of
Rs8,000 with
annual increment
of 5pc
Supreme Court of Pakistan (SCP) has
ordered payment of minimum pension
of Rs,8000 for retired employees of
banks. The banks have also been
ordered to add increment of 5 percent
every year starting January 01.
According to news reports, the apex
court had released a detailed judgment
disposing the suo moto taken by taken
by the Chief Justice of Pakistan citing
the exorbitant disparity in the wages of
bank executives and the pensions paid
to the former employees of ABL, HBL
and UBL.
Effective immediately the above Banks
must pay at least Rs8,000 per month to
any pensioner (including their widows,
where applicable) along with an annual
increment of 5 percent in the aforesaid
pension, effective on January 01 every
year.
The revised pension will be paid to
pensioners linked to the basic pay
‘frozen’ category in past years for all the
three banks. However, in case of UBL
the judgment will also apply to
retrenched employees including those
who had served the bank for more than
ten years on the date of retrenchment.
Employees who are currently receiving
pensions in excess of Rs8,000/= shall
continue to do so, and those whose
pension falls below the minimum
pension (after 5 percent raise on
January 01) shall be paid the minimum
pension with 5 percent increase.
The payments will be prospective from
the date of the judgment i.e. February
13, 2018.
Pensioners who have taken the benefit
of Voluntary Separation Scheme or
Golden Handshake Scheme will not
benefit from the above judgment.
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“CPEC is a game changer project which will lead
to improved regional economic integration and
transform Pakistan into a Central and South
Asian economic hub”, Muffasar Malik said,
“Foreign investors have started showing keen
interest in Pakistan and I am confident that
CPEC will bring in a paradigm shift in the
business and industrial scenario of the entire
region, hence the Italian investors must also
take advantage of the situation by either
investing or undertaking joint ventures in CPECrelated projects.”

He said that the federal budget 2018-2019 will
be business-friendly and utmost efforts would
be made to make it tax free.
The minister said that no doubt the government
was facing multiple challenges but our effort
was to continue the existing pace of economic.
Underlining the importance of industrial sector,
he said the government fully understood that
progress and prosperity was directly linked with
industrial growth and he would visit Karachi,
Sukkur, Peshawar and other cities to discuss
matters of mutual interest with all sectors of
economy.

Referring to stringent visa policy of European
Union, he said that keeping in view the changing
world, EU’s visa policy also needs to be
reviewed. “We are opening up, the country is
safe and we want to prosper with the entire

He said the government would formulate the
budget without any ad hoc or short term
benefits. “We are hoping to return in the
government in coming general elections and
hence we don’t want to create any economic
problems for the next government”, he said and
added that political governments always prefer
to avoid new taxation.

SRB restores sales
tax registration of
12 taxpayers

“We will try our best to enhance revenue by
improving the existing tax recovery system in
the country”, he added.
Regarding attitude of the tax collectors, Rana
Muhammad Afzal said that being a
businessman, he himself feel that the attitude of
tax collectors should be improved and in this
connection a systematic effort would be made
by restricting direct contact between the tax
payers and tax collectors.

Sindh Revenue Board (SRB) has
restored sales tax registration of 12
taxpayers, who were suspended for
non-compliance in paying outstanding
liabilities and non-filing of monthly
statement.

He said the FBR would be requested to bring
each and every person with taxable income into
the tax net respectfully.

In a communication sent to Pakistan
Revenue Automation Pvt Limited
(PRAL), the SRB said that such
taxpayers have paid amount of penalty
and agreed to pay outstanding and filing
their sales tax returns on restoration of
registration.

Import of motor
cars decline by
44pc in Jan 2018
on restrictions

The SRB suspended registration of
4,338 taxpayers on July 25, 2017 for
non-compliance of Sindh Sales Tax on
Services Act, 2011.
The SRB asked the PRAL the
registration of 12 taxpayers may be
restored with immediate effect so that
these taxpayers could able to file their
due Sindh Sales Tax returns and pay the
due amount of Sindh sales tax in the
normal course.

The import of motor cars has been
declined by 44 percent in January
2018 due to restrictions imposed by
the government under Import Policy
Order (IPO)- 2016.

The import of motor cars recorded at
Rs2.8 billion during January 2018 as
compared with Rs5 billion in the same
month of last year. It was also came
down by 41 percent when compared
with moth of December 2017,
according to data released by Pakistan
Bureau of Statistics (PBD).

POL product prices
increased up to
Rs6.28 per liter

The government imposed restriction in
October 2017 of producing bank
certificate
showing
foreign
remittances used for payment of duty
and taxes for customs clearance of
motor cars brought into Pakistan under
gift scheme and personal baggage
schemes. This restriction was further
expanded to transfer of residence
scheme in December 2017.

The government recently approved
increase in prices of petroleum products
effective from March 01, 2018.
The government approved Rs6.28 per
liter increase in price of kerosene oil to
Rs76.46 per liter from Rs70.18. The
price of petrol has been increased by
Rs3.56 to Rs88.07 per liter from
Rs84.51 per liter. The rate of high speed
diesel has been increased by Rs2.62 to
Rs98.45 per liter from Rs95.83 per liter.
Similarly, the price of light diesel oil has
been increased by Re 1 to Rs 65.30 per
liter from Rs64.30 per liter.

This restriction has been lifted through
a notification issued by ministry of
commerce on February 23, 2018,
which will improve the clearance as
around 10,000 cars are stuck up at
ports after the restriction.

The Oil and Gas Regulatory Authority
(OGRA) and Ministry of Energy had
proposed increase in the prices of these
products including Rs.6.94 per liter
raise in the price of diesel.

The import of motor cars during July –
January
2017/2018,
however,
registered 42.4 percent growth to
Rs32.17 billion when compared with
Rs22.58 billion in the corresponding
period of the last fiscal year.

The new prices became effective from
1st of March 2018 till midnight on 31st
of March 2018.
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world. We would like to have a reciprocal basis
visa issuance policy from EU as well”, he said,
“Whenever you send your recommendations or
briefs about Pakistan, please put this as your
priority suggestion from the business and
industrial community of Karachi.”
President KCCI also invited the Italian
companies to participate in 15th My Karachi –
Oasis of Harmony exhibition scheduled to be
organized at Karachi Expo Center from 20th to
22nd April 2018 which would provide an
excellent opportunity to Italian businessmen and
industrialists to showcase their products and
create strong linkages with the business
community of Karachi by holding B2B meetings
in a cordial atmosphere.

Pakistan’s current
account deficit
widens to $9.15bn
in seven months
Pakistan’s current account deficit has
widened by 48 percent to $9.156 billion
during July – January 2017/2018 as
compared with the deficit of $6.43
billion in the corresponding period of
the last fiscal year, according to
Balance of Payment data issued
recently by State Bank of Pakistan
(SBP).
The current account deficit is mainly
attributed to huge trade gap during the
period under review. The trade deficit
widened by 24 percent to $21.51 billion
during first seven months of current
fiscal year as compared with the deficit
of $17.35 billion in the corresponding
months of the last fiscal year.
Pakistan’s exports grew by 11.05
percent during the period under review
but growth in imports was also higher at
18.8 percent.
On the other hand, remittances
witnessed slight growth to $11.38
billion in the first seven months as
compared with $10.99 billion.

FBR announces
sharp increase in
sale tax on POL
products
Federal Board of Revenue (FBR)
recently notified significant increase in
sales tax rate on supply of kerosene oil
and light diesel oil.
According to SRO 265(I)/2018 dated
February 28, 2018, the sales tax rate for
kerosene oil has been increased to 17
percent from 7 percent. Similarly, sales
tax rate for light diesel oil has been
increased to 17 percent from 7.5
percent. However, the sales tax rates for
petrol and high speed oil have been kept
unchanged at 17 percent and 25.5
percent, respectively.
The revised sales tax rates was
applied from March 01,
2018.

Amnesty Scheme on Foreign Assets
What prompted this haste?
Controlling tax evasion has been a major
concern for almost all the countries, who often
become powerless after the funds get shifted
outside their jurisdictions in tax safe havens.
The Swiss accounts and banks of other tax
havens like British Virgin Islands, Isle of Man,
Jersey, Liechtenstein and United Kingdom have
remained a lucrative destination for stashing
laundered money and tax evasion since long.
There has been estimates that over $240 billion
of tax revenues go down the drain every year
globally due to transferring of profits away from
the earning countries. As a result of which, the
rich remains a major beneficiary of tax evasion
while the poor bears the burden of additional
indirect taxes to fund the country’s budget
deficit either directly or through increased debt.
The case of stashing funds in foreign bank
accounts
Pakistan has also been getting a severe
economic dent due to tax evasions, where it is
estimated that an amount of $ 200billion of
Pakistanis is hidden in just Switzerland. If
somehow this massive amount finds its way
back to Pakistan, it would change the fate of the
country to a prosperous self-reliant economy
instead of a struggling economy, if honestly
utilized. This amount is quite significant when
compared to the economic data of the country
where the total foreign exchange of Pakistan are
$ 18.8Billion as of 16th Feb 2018 while the
external debt is $ 89Billion as at Dec 31, 2017
and GDP of FY17 is estimated to be around $
290Billion. According to the International
Consortium of Investigative Journalists, 338
Pakistanis operate 648 bank accounts in
Switzerland where the total money parked is
US$ 859.7million in these accounts.
The issue of stashing of black money or illgotten wealth in Swiss accounts has attracted a
lot of criticism on the elite class and the
politicians of Pakistan believed to be having
Swiss accounts to hoard a significant wealth
accumulated through illegal means, tax
evasions, kick-backs and corruption. In the
past, several attempts were made at
government to government level to get the
money stashed in Swiss Accounts back in
Pakistan which remained unfruitful. Even
though, Switzerland is reported to have
returned almost CHF2 billion (~$2 billion)
misappropriated and deposited in Swiss banks
by “politically exposed persons” (PEPs) to
different countries in the last 30 years.
However, lately, the scenario has changed
where Swiss government has actively become
partner in efforts of curbing tax evasions,
money laundering and extended support on
exchange of information. A Swiss law, known
as ‘The Restitution of Illicit Assets Act, 2010’
(RIAA) on the Restitution of Assets of Politically
Exposed Persons obtained by Unlawful Means
was initiated which came into force on 1
February 2011, allowed the Swiss government
to exchange information regarding money that
may have been obtained illegally and deposited
in Swiss banks, which paved way for other
countries to get access to information on the
accounts.
Switzerland developed a system based on
prevention and mutual legal assistance
comprising of a Federal Act on the Prevention
of Money Laundering which imposes due
diligence obligations ("know your customer") on
the banks and other financial service providers
which also obligated to report any suspicious
transactions. Second is the Federal Act
on International Mutual Legal
Assistance in Criminal
Matters

which allows cooperation with other countries
to enable the seizure and restitution of assets of
illicit origin.

2018. Under such a situation, the tax evaded
amount is likely to be shifted to the countries
which are still safe tax havens. However, except
for a very few, there is complete consensus
among all the countries on proper exchange of
information to check tax evasion and fraud.

Automatic exchange of information in tax
matters – initiating soon!!
After the global economic crises of 2008 and
amid rising risks of terror financing, host of
other countries joined hands to put a check on
tax evasion and money laundering where
conventions on exchange of information were
formulated. A double consultation procedure
has been established for automatic exchange of
information in tax matters. It includes the
approval
and
implementation
of
the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) /Council of Europe
Convention
on
Mutual
Administrative
Assistance in Tax Matters. Secondly, it
comprises of the Multilateral Competent
Authority Agreement with regards to the
automatic exchange of information for financial
accounts (MCAA) and the automatic exchange
of information (AEOI) in tax matters.

The OECD /Council of Europe Convention on
Mutual Administrative Assistance In Tax
Matters - It offers a framework agreement for
the cooperation in tax matters between states
and is applicable to all kinds of taxes (notably
revenue, corporate income, wealth, capital,
donations, heritages, VAT) including mandatory
social security contributions, namely pension,
invalidity and loss of income insurances in
Switzerland. It was signed by Switzerland on
15 October 2013, but it declared to be willing to
apply it only to the following taxes: revenue and
wealth, corporate income and capital at federal,
cantonal and communal level as well as to
withholding tax. The entirety of the G20
member states and nearly all members of the
OECD have signed this convention, which
provides for three different kinds of exchange of
information:

On 14th Sept 2016, Pakistan also signed the
Multilateral
Convention
on
Mutual
Administrative Assistance in Tax Matters of the
OECD in Paris which covered international tax
cooperation including exchange of information
(EOI) on request, spontaneous exchange,
automatic exchange, tax examinations abroad,
simultaneous tax examinations and assistance
in tax collection while it also guaranteed
safeguarding of taxpayers’ rights.

Information exchange upon request – It
corresponds to the OECD rule adopted by
Switzerland in 2009. This information exchange
has been implemented in double taxation
treaties concluded between Switzerland and 51
countries as well as in 9 exchange of
information agreements of which 41 such
double taxation treaties and 7 such exchange of
information agreements have already entered
into force.

Pakistan is also a member of the Base Erosion
and Profit Shifting (BEPS) framework which will
cover automatic exchange of information based
on country-by-country reporting requiring
multinational enterprises to report detailed
financial and tax information relating to the
global allocation of their income and taxes,
among other indicators of economic activity.

Spontaneous exchange of information – Under
this EOI, the Swiss authorities will transmit
information even though no request has been
filed, and that on the other hand it will receive
information pertinent to taxation and application
of the Swiss tax laws from other parties to the
agreement. There will be a spontaneous
exchange of information in case one state
assumes that another signatory state might
have an interest in obtaining the information at
stake.

The Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) has issued
SRO 951(me) /2017 stating detailed procedure
for Automatic Exchange of Financial Account
Information with other tax jurisdictions or OECD
member countries under MCAA where it
became a signatory of AEOI on June 7, 2017. In
this regard, the FBR has also established a
dedicated AEOI Centre and six AEOI Zones
across the country.

For instance, it would include circumstances
underpinning an assumption that in the other
state there might be an abnormal reduction or
exemption of taxes, a person benefits from a
reduction or exemption of taxes that would lead
to that person being subject to taxation in the
other state or that would lead to an increase of
the tax liability or there are situations to assume
that a tax reduction takes place due to a fictional
transfer of income within a group of companies.

The FBR has also notified the secondary
legislation i.e. Common Reporting Standard
(CRS) rules on 15th March 2017 requiring
financial institutions to commence due diligence
of the reportable accounts from 1st July 2017
onwards and provide FBR information on
residents of other jurisdictions by 31st May
2018 to be exchanged with relevant
jurisdictions in September 2018. However, the
provisions will be effective for earlier taxable
periods as well, unless restricted to a maximum
of three years by a jurisdiction through a
reservation made to the Convention in cases of
legal proceedings for tax matters pertaining to
maintaining foreign accounts by Pakistani
citizens without furnishing disclosure and
payment of taxes in Pakistan.

Automatic Exchange of Information In Tax
Matters At International Level (AEOI) - These
rules govern the routinely and intervallic
exchange of information concerning persons
(individuals and corporations) being subject to
taxation in one state having a bank account in
the other state. In particular, they govern the
modalities of the exchange, for which two
models are available:

Overview of modalities of exchange of
information
So far, 49 Jurisdictions have undertaken first
exchange of information in 2017 while 53
Jurisdictions including Pakistan, Switzerland,
UAE and Turkey will undertake first exchange of
information in 2018, as per the AEOI Report
2017 of OECD. The report further states that
Pakistan will get the first access to information
either by the end of 2018 or early 2019 where
Switzerland and Malaysia is due to start
exchange of information by September

Ÿ

Model 1 - The automatic exchange can be
done by means of a bilateral agreement
between two contracting states, and;

Ÿ

Model 2 - The exchange can be governed
by the Multilateral Competent Authority
Agreement on the Automatic Exchange of
Financial Account Information (MCAA).

The information to be exchanged included
name, address, tax identification number, date
and place of birth, account number; name and
identifying number of reporting financial
institution; account balance or value on the last
date of the relevant period and total gross
amount of interest, dividend, etc. credited to the
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account during the relevant period, etc. This
means that a wide range of information will be
compiled by the financial institutions about their
clients, and eventually transfer it to its national
tax authority to transmit it to its foreign
counterpart. Interestingly, under this new set
up, banking secrecy will not be applicable for
clients who are residents in countries that
participate in the exchange of information.
As of November 2017, the following
jurisdictions have committed to automatically
exchange information:
New Amnesty scheme for undeclared foreign
assets in the offing
The list of countries in the domain of exchange
of information on tax matters shows that there
are now very few countries left out of the ambit
of these conventions or in that case very limited
destinations are now available to hide black
money or to stash to evade taxes. Under such a
situation, amnesty scheme for undeclared
foreign assets held by Pakistanis is likely to be
announced by the government by March 15,
2018 which is proposed by a Supreme Courtconstituted committee. This scheme will enable
resident and non-resident Pakistanis to bring
their assets to Pakistan after declaring their
bank accounts and payment of some reduced
tax.
As per news reports, the scheme has been
proposed for a period of 3 to 9 months. The
proposed tax rates range from 2% to over 10%,
offering the lowest rates for liquid assets that
are declared and transferred to Pakistan. The
tax rates may gradually be increased for assets
disclosed and invested in special foreign
currency-denominated instruments, and bonds
with a specific maturity period of up to 10
years. The highest tax rates have been proposed
on assets that will be declared under the
scheme, but are not repatriated to Pakistan. It
has also proposed stopping the misuse of
Section 111(4)(a) of the Income Tax Ordinance,
which is currently used to whiten illegallyobtained money from Pakistan by declaring the
funds to be foreign remittances.
All Pakistani citizens would be eligible to avail
the scheme in respect of their foreign assets
and incomes except foreign assets created
through corruption by misusing the authority of
public office and through criminal activities
such as terrorist financing and narcotics.
Moreover, the beneficiary of the scheme would
also enjoy complete immunities under various
tax, banking and financial laws as well as
penalties under the penal code.
The tax amnesty scheme seeks to boost
revenues by encouraging the repatriation of
billions of dollars of funds kept away in the
foreign jurisdictions. Those who would fail to
avail the scheme despite having foreign assets
of above $100,000 would be considered to have
committed an offence under the Anti-Money
Laundering Act 2010.
Although, the new amnesty is hyped to tighten
the regulations requiring further scrutiny of
overseas money transfer in individuals’ foreign
currency accounts citing the reason that the
new amnesty scheme will in fact block all those
amnesties that have been granted since 1990s
on foreign exchange inflows. There are still
concerns that the new amnesty scheme might
be directed towards giving immunity to some of
the influential big fish which may get indicted as
a result of the implementation of the EOI
conventions or it is an attempt to protect and
clear the asset holdings of some favored
individuals for election nominations just ahead
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Jurisdic ons Undertaking First Exchanges In 2017 (49)
Anguilla
Bri sh Virgin Islands
Croa a
Estonia
Germany
Hungary
Isle of Man
Latvia
Malta
Norway
San Marino
South Africa

Argen na
Bulgaria
Cyprus2
Faroe Islands
Gibraltar
Iceland
Italy
Liechtenstein
Mexico
Poland
Seychelles
Spain

Belgium
Cayman Islands
Czech Republic
Finland
Greece
India
Jersey
Lithuania
Montserrat
Portugal
Slovak Republic
Sweden

of elections which are due to be held in the mid
of July 2018. However, it is too early to judge as
it is not yet promulgated which would be
subject to change till the final approval.

Bermuda
Colombia
Denmark
France
Guernsey
Ireland
Korea
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Romania
Slovenia
Turks and
Islands

Sequel of other amnesty schemes of the past
This is not the first time an amnesty scheme is
being launched; there have been 8 amnesty
schemes launched in the past which were all
touted as the last chance to whiten the money.
The start of amnesty scheme dates back to
1958, though the frequency of such schemes
increased in the recent years. While these
schemes did extend favors to some narrow
base of beneficiaries, they overall failed to
produce the desired results.

Caicos

United Kingdom

Andorra
Austria
Barbados
Canada
Costa Rica
Greenland
Israel
Macau (China)
Monaco
Pakistan
Saint Ki s and Nevis
Saudi Arabia
Trinidad and Tobago
Vanuatu

Albania (2020)

Jurisdic ons Undertaking First Exchanges By 2018 (53)
An gua and Barbuda
Aruba
Australia
Azerbaijan3
The Bahamas
Bahrain
Belize
Brazil
Brunei Darussalam
Chile
China
Cook Islands
Curacao
Dominica
Ghana3
Grenada
Hong Kong (China)
Indonesia
Japan
Kuwait
Lebanon
Malaysia
Marshall Islands
Mauri us
Nauru
New Zealand
Niue
Panama
Qatar
Russia
Saint Lucia
St. Vincent & Grenad.
Samoa
Singapore
Saint Maarten
Switzerland
Turkey
United Arab Emirates
Uruguay

Jurisdic ons Undertaking First Exchanges By 2019/2020 (3)
Maldives (2020)
Nigeria (2019)

Developing Countries having not yet set the Date for First Automa
Armenia
Benin
Botswana
Cambodia
Cameroon
Chad
Djibou
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
El Salvador
Republic of Macedonia Gabon
Guatemala
Guyana
Hai
Kazakhstan
Kenya
Lesotho
Madagascar
Mauritania
Moldova
Niger
Papua New Guinea
Paraguay
Philippines
Rwanda
Senegal
Thailand
Togo
Tunisia
Ukraine
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c Exchange (41)
Burkina Faso
Côte d’Ivoire
Egypt
Georgia
Jamaica
Liberia
Morocco
Peru
Tanzania
Uganda
Source: OECD

In 2008, an asset declaration scheme was
offered at 2% tax, which did regularize PKR
2.5billion worth of assets. Another scheme for
releasing customs duty evaded vehicles was
offered which added 50,000 vehicles to the list.
An interesting amnesty scheme was launched in
April 2012, which was promulgated as an
ordinance by President Asif Ali Zardari which
allowed investment of ‘hidden money’ in the
capital market for two years, which provided
sufficient space to people to whiten their black
money. This scheme allowed people having
black money to make investments in the shares
of any public company from April 24, 2012, to
June 30, 2014.
The current PML-N government has already
offered three amnesty schemes. One amnesty
was offered to investors in 2013 exempting
them from declaring their sources of investment
if they invest in certain industries till 2015.
Second was for the small-traders who were
offered a registration scheme in 2015 where
their initial capital was exempted from
disclosure of sources. Third was a scheme
which was offered to real estate sector against
valuing properties on FBR determined values
and stipulated to attract rates of 10%, 7.5% and
5% for holding period of up to 1, 2, and 3
years, respectively, and none for longer period.
However, none of these schemes were an
astounding success rather they were
considered an injustice with the honest
taxpayers.
Risk of inclusion of Pakistan on the FATF
terrorist-financing watch list
In the context of money laundering, Pakistan is
facing yet another threat of being placed on the
Financial Action Task Force (FATF) terroristfinancing watch list. The issue emerged after
the recent wave of USA allegations on Pakistan,
blaming it of remaining weak on terrorist
financing prosecutions. Subsequently, USA and
Britain put forward a motion to place Pakistan
on this list which was later co-sponsored by
France and Germany. After a week-long plenary
session in Paris which started from 18th Feb,
2018, members of the global anti-moneylaundering watchdog – FATF voted to consider
placing Pakistan on its grey list of nations
which are not doing enough to combat terror
financing in June 2018. Now, Pakistan is left
with three months to make reforms to avoid
being added to the watch list. Failure to
convince the members with substantial
measures may hamper some foreign
investment inflows in case it is added to the
grey list.
The recent global development regarding the
money laundering and exchange of information
on tax matter have change many rules of the
game where Pakistan needs a proactive
approach to realign its strategy to reap the
maximum benefits out of the changed situation.
In fact, if right measures are adopted by
Pakistan to tackle the situation smartly, it can
put itself on the track of unprecedented
prosperity.
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FBR revenue
collection grows by
over 17pc to Rs2,259
billion in eight
months
Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) has collected Rs2,259
billion during July – February 2017/2018 (first eight
months) as compared with Rs1,920 billion collected in
the corresponding period of the last fiscal year,
showing 17.65 percent growth.
The provisional collection for the month of February
2018 released on Wednesday was Rs263 billion as
against Rs227.5 billion collected during February
2017.
The figure of monthly collection is encouraging and
shows an increase of around 16 percent. The figures
of collection received in the treasuries of the remote
areas may further swell the revenue figures. The target
for the year has been fixed with an annual increase of
around 19 percent over the previous year.
The government has set Rs 4,013 billion revenue
target of current fiscal year.

Pakistan spends
$11.66bn foreign
exchange on imports
from China, UAE
during July-January

Continued from page 3

Siraj Teli Hosts
Reception In Honor Of
All BMGians
50 individuals are now the members of
Executive Council and others have
been moved to Group Council and
General Council. Prior to these
modifications, the Executive Council
carried so many names but many of
these members were either over-aged
or passed away whereas some of the
members are completely engaged in
their business activities and politics,
he noted while citing the example of
President of Pakistan Mamnoon
Hussain who was also a member of
the Executive Council.

make extraordinary efforts to become
members of Chairman’s Club.

“Hence, we decided to reorganize the
Executive Council which was done in
consultation with all Vice Chairmen of
BMG. As a result, those individuals
have been added in the Executive
Council who are easily available and
are actively participating in numerous
activities and meetings”, he added.

Strongly slamming the illegal tenants
of KCCI’s existing building, Siraj Teli
informed that these occupants have
illegally expanded their offices situated
in KCCI’s building from just one to two
rooms to 10, 12 and even 17 rooms by
illegally carrying out deals during Tariq
Sayeed’s era prior to Businessmen
Group’s arrival. These occupants were
not paying any rent to KCCI and some
petty amounts were being submitted at
the Court. “We attempted to negotiate
with them on many occasions during
the last 20 years but to no avail, which
left no other choice but to initiate legal
action against them around one-and-ahalf year ago.

He further informed that another
important initiative was taken in 2016
by forming Chairman’s Club to elevate
those individuals who have been
promptly volunteering to deal with
numerous issues. Former Office
Bearers including AQ Khalil, Majeed
Memon, Abdullah Zaki, Iftikhar Vohra,
Junaid Esmail Makda, Haroon Agar,
Shamim Firpo, Haroon Bari, Nasir
Mehmood,
Muhammad
Idrees,
Ibrahim Kasumbi, Naeem Sharif, Agha
Shahab, and many others are part of
the Chairman’s Club.
“Chairman’s Club was formed to
recognize their hard work and
contribution towards improving the
functioning of Karachi Chamber and
this initiative has proved very
successful”, he added while luring
other BMGIANs to come forward and

He said that because of all these
initiatives Karachi Chamber today is
not what it had been in the past. Top
class Research & Development Cell
comprising of highly qualified staff
works vigorously to compile numerous
research reports whereas the Media
Cell has also been improved which can
gauged from the massive coverage
being given to KCCI’s press releases
by all newspapers.

He said that these illegal occupants in
connivance with Chairman ETPB
hatched another conspiracy by filing a
reference a year ago in which ETPB
claimed the ownership of KCCI’s
Building. Keeping in view the misuse
of powers by Siddique ul Farooq, the
Karachi Chamber wrote letters to the
then Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and
also to existing Prime Minister Shahid
Khaqan Abassi in order to seek
assistance in dealing with Chairman
ETPB who continued to grossly favor

the illegal occupants but unfortunately,
no response was ever received from
PM House and ETPB Chairman gave
the decision against KCCI which was
already being expected.
He said that the biased decision of
Chairman ETPB was challenged in the
honorable high court and it was a
matter of satisfaction that the High
Court immediately suspended ETPB’s
impugned decision. “Everyone knows
what happened to Siddique ul Farooq
last week when the honorable
Supreme Court removed him from his
position which is exactly what he
actually deserves”, he added.
“We will not leave this building even
after completion of KCCI’s new
building and retain KCCI’s Offices in
our possession until all the illegal
occupants
are
expelled
from
Chamber’s premises. Otherwise these
illegal occupants will surely take over
KCCI’s offices as well once we leave
this building”, he added.
Siraj Teli further advised BMGIANs to
start a succession plan as life is
unpredictable therefore any capable
BMGIAN either from Vice Chairmen or
from Chairman’s Club should be
chosen and groomed so that he could
lead the Group. “It is a human
necessity and a ground reality so we
must think about it. If we start thinking
today, we will be able to bring up any
capable person either from existing
Vice Chairmen or from the Chairman’s
Club. Let’s start grooming them which
will take at least require 2 to 3 years so
when I decide to step down, my
successor should be well-groomed
and capable to take over the position”,
he added.

Pakistan has spent foreign exchange amounting
$11.66 billion on import of goods from China and
United Arab Emirates (UAE) during first seven months
of current fiscal year, which is 21.6 percent higher
when compared with import payment of $9.95 billion
to these two countries during same months of the last
fiscal year.

Saudi Arabia to send technical team to Pakistan for investment opportunities

According to statistics released by State Bank of
Pakistan (SBP), the import payments made to China
during July – January 2017/2018 were at $6.53 billion
as compared with $5.61 billion in the corresponding
period of the last fiscal year, depicting growth of 16.4
percent.

Saudi Arabia will send a technical team to
Pakistan to review sector specific
opportunities and projects. Saudi Arabia
has shown its interest during the first
meeting of Pak-Saudi Joint Working
Group on Trade & Investment held at
Riyadh recently.

Similarly import payments made to UAE were at
$5.136 billion during first seven months of current
fiscal year as compared with $4.35 billion in the
corresponding period of the last fiscal year, showing
growth of 18.34 percent.

Saudi side acknowledged and appreciated
the attractiveness of Pakistan as a
preferred destination of investment in
view of its macroeconomic indicators,
growth projects, strategic location and
overall investment regime.

The total import payments during July – January
2017/2018 were $31.042 billion as compared with
$26.29 billion in the same period of the last fiscal year.
Therefore, import payments to China and UAE
constitute around 37.5 percent of total payments
made by the country.

Saudi side showed their interest in
investing in Pakistan in many sectors
including petrochemicals, dairy, livestock,
mining etc.

Economic Horizon

Saudi Arabia views Pakistan as one of the
top destinations for making investments,
said Abdulrahman Alharbi, Deputy
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Minister for Foreign Trade of Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia during the first meeting of
Pak-Saudi Joint Working Group on Trade
& Investment held at Riyadh with the
Pakistan Delegation was headed by
Mohammad Younus Dagha, Commerce
Secretary. Saleem Ranjha Additional
Secretary BOI and H.E. Khan Hasham Bin
Saddique, the Ambassador of Pakistan to
Saudi Arabia along with technical team
were also part of the Pakistani side in the
Working Group. Saudi Ambassador to
Pakistan, Nawaf Saeed Ahmad Al-Maliki
was also in attendance.
The two sides reaffirmed their
commitment to strengthen their trade and
investment ties in line with the
understandings developed during the
meeting of Pak-Saudi Joint Ministerial
Commission held in Islamabad last
month.

The two sides agreed to activate PakSaudi Joint Business Council within two
months. It was further agreed that
Pakistan will hold Single Country
Exhibition in Saudi Arabia in 2018.
In order to give further impetus to the
trade relations, it was agreed to mutually
facilitate the trade by overcoming the
issues like visa fees, registration of
companies, shipment delays and mutual
recognition of standards.
Younus Dagha appreciated the progress
made on various important matters at the
meeting and assured support to Saudi
investors looking to invest in various
sectors.
The Joint Working Group will reconvene
in Islamabad in April 2018, where sector
specific initiatives will be discussed.

KARACHI CHAMBER OF COMMERCE & INDUSTRY
(February 18)

Bosnia & Herzegovina
a brief overview

Bosnia and Herzegovina's declaration of sovereignty in
October 1991 was followed by a declaration of
independence from the former Yugoslavia on 3rd March,
1992. On 21st November 1995, in Dayton, Ohio, the warring
parties initialed a peace agreement that brought to a halt
three years of inter-ethnic civil strife where the Dayton
Peace Accords retained Bosnia and Herzegovina's
international boundaries and created a multi-ethnic and democratic government charged with
conducting foreign, diplomatic, and fiscal policy. Also recognized was a second tier of government
composed of two entities roughly equal in size: the Bosniak/Bosnian Croat Federation of Bosnia and
Herzegovina and the Bosnian Serb-led Republika Srpska (RS). The Federation and RS governments are
responsible for overseeing most government functions.
Economy of Bosnia & Herzegovina
Bosnian economy relies heavily on the export of metals as well as on remittances and foreign aid.
Bosnia's private sector is growing. Bosnia and Herzegovina's top economic priorities include
acceleration of integration into European Union; strengthening the fiscal system; public administration
reform; World Trade Organization (WTO) membership; and securing economic growth by fostering a
dynamic, competitive private sector. Bosnia and Herzegovina became a full member of the Central
European Free Trade Agreement in September 2007.
Key Agri-products of Bosnia & Herzegovina
Key agri-products of the country are wheat, corn, fruits, vegetables & livestock.
Key Industries of Bosnia & Herzegovina
Key industries of the country are steel, coal, iron ore, lead, zinc, manganese, bauxite, aluminum, vehicle
assembly, textiles, tobacco products, wooden furniture, ammunition, domestic appliances, and oil
refining.
Bosnia & Herzegovina's major trading commodities and partners
Major export commodities of Bosnia & Herzegovina are metals, clothing, wood products while its major
export partners are Slovenia 17.3%, Croatia 16.5%, Italy 13.6%, Germany 12.8%, Austria 12.7% .
Moreover, its major import commodities are machinery and equipment, chemicals, fuels, foodstuffs
while its major import partners are Croatia 21.1%, Germany 12.5%, Slovenia 12.4%, Italy 9%, Russia
7.3%, Austria 6.1%, Hungary 4.9%, Greece 4.3%.
Economic Relations between Pakistan and Bosnia & Herzegovina
Both nations share close relations on the grounds of religion and politics. Pakistan was a staunch
supporter of Bosnia during the civil war. Pakistan sent in UN Peacekeeping forces to the former
Yugoslavia during the Yugoslav wars. Pakistan was the third Islamic country by numbers of Bosniak
refugees, following Turkey and Jordan, during the Bosnian war. In June 1993, at least 380 Bosnian
refugees had arrived in Pakistan, almost 200 of them were children. akistan recognised the
independence of Bosnia from Yugoslavia in 1992, and the two established diplomatic relations. As
recently as 2016, Pakistan's Prime Minister visited Bosnia on a 3-day visit and pledged support for the
country.
Bilateral Trade Relations between Pakistan and Bosnia & Herzegovina
The bilateral trade between Pakistan and Herzegovina has not been very extensive and currently based
on very limited trade volume. During Fiscal Year 2017, Pakistan exported goods to Bosnia of worth $
0.36Mn as against exports of $ 0.48Mn in the corresponding period of last year; dropped by 25%. The
imports by Pakistan from Bosnia during FY17 were worth $ 2.6Mn as against imports of $ 0.59Mn in the
same period last year showing substantial improvement in imports. There is a dire need for enhancing
bilateral trade relations between Pakistan and Bosnia as the current level of trade is very low.
Trading Commodities between Pakistan and Bosnia & Herzegovina
Pakistan export various commodities to Bosnia which include Woven fabrics, woven cotton fabrics, suits
and ensembles, articles of cutlery, Kitchen table & toilet linen, rice etc. However Pakistan imports Kraft
paper and paperboard from Bosnia Herzegovina.
Trade Potentials Between Pakistan & Bosnia Herzegovina
-

Bosnia imported commodities of approximately $ 80Mn combined in 2015 from India and
Bangladesh. These include electronic items, textile, apparel, footwear, raw hides, articles of leather
etc. A sizeable chunk of this portion can be captured by the Pakistani exporters.

-

Bosnia imports live animals, raw hides, meat and edible meat offal, cereals and dairy products
from the world. The country can import these items from Pakistan which has a well-developed
base of all such commodities.

-

The trade cooperation can also be sought on the basis of govt.-to-govt. and peopleto- people
exchange between the two countries.
DISCLAIMER: This report has been prepared by KCCI Research & Development Dept. The information contained herein have been compiled or arrived at based upon data obtained from sources believed
to be reliable and in good faith. Such information has not been independently verified. Contact: res@kcci.com.pk
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Amnesty for undeclared foreign assets by mid-March: Rana Afzal
The government will announce an amnesty
scheme for Pakistanis by mid-March to declare
their foreign assets, Rana Muhammad Afzal,
Minister of State for Finance and Revenue said
recently.
He said while addressing the exporters of valueadded apparel sector in a meeting held at PHMA
House, Karachi. “Country have to pay USD 3
billion before June against foreign debts for
which, fresh soft borrowings shall be made at
lowest possible rates,” he added.
The government is also considering to enhance
tax slab for existing business and salaried class
from existing Rs0.4 million to Rs0.8 million and
also considering to reduce tax on corporate sector
from 30pc to 20pc in order to enhance the tax
base.
The revenue shortfall shall be covered up by
bringing new taxpayers into the tax net. He further
said that revenue collection has remarkably

increased by 20pc and resultantly, the
development portfolio has also increased as
provinces are now getting bigger share.

The exporters are playing imperative role to
strengthen the economy and supporting the
government to curtail trade deficit. Major chunk
out of approx. Rs.160-billion refund claims of
exporters shall be cleared which would have
positive impact on exports.

“We intend to leave behind good foreign exchange
reserves so that the caretaker government as well
as the new government do not face problem in
coming years,” he added.

He was of the view that the government should
meet the sector-specific associations to learn
about their problems and issues rather than
relying on 2 or 3 trade bodies which claim
themselves to represent the entire business
community which is not true.

The economic indicators have improved and FDI
and foreign buyers are also coming to Pakistan.
Due to long term measures in the energy sector,
the energy price will reduce by 5 cents per unit
henceforth will have an impact on cost of doing
business.

He further added that he will send
recommendations to the Commerce & Textile
Division to revive the role of value-added textile
Associations as previously played by them in
previous PM Package Duty Drawback of Taxes
scheme whereby the Associations use to verify
claims of its member exporters before submission
to the Government.

Government is well aware of the difficulties of
exporters and is taking all possible steps to
facilitate them. Value-added apparel sector
contributes the largest share in the national
exports and deserves government’s highest
attention.

Due to FATF
issue,
the
government
could not pay
attention to
the
release
refunds
as
promised on
15th
Feb.
H o w e v e r,
s e r i o u s
efforts are underway to pay all RPOs in one go.
Rana Afzal acknowledged the contribution of
value-added textile sector towards overall exports
of the country and said that extension in GSP Plus
facility is a big achievement of the Government for
which, the Commerce Ministry has done
commendable efforts.

Ambassador advises business community to explore investment opportunities in Bosnia

Muffasar Malik for liberal visa policy to improve Pakistan-Bosnian meager trade
Ambassador of Bosnia & Herzegovina Sakib
Foric has advised the business and industrial
community of Karachi to explore the investment
opportunities in Bosnia & Herzegovina where
they can enjoy many benefits including cheaper
fuel and electricity along with tax free regime
and other facilities being offered through the
Foreign Investment Promotion Agency (FIPA)
which facilitates and supports foreign direct
investment in Bosnia.
Exchanging views with President KCCI Muffasar
Atta Malik, Senior Vice President KCCI Abdul
Basit Abdul Razzak and KCCI Managing
Committee Members during his visit to the
Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry
(KCCI), Bosnian Ambassador added that FIPA
offers practical assistance in dealing with
government institutions by working directly with
investors and it also assist investors to develop
contacts with the public and private sector.
Bosnian Ambassador informed that FIPA carries
out extensive research to ensure that investors
are fully aware of the opportunities available in
different sectors of the Bosnian economy.
“Moreover, FIPA works alongside the embassies
and diplomatic missions of Bosnia &
Herzegovina that can also help explore
investment opportunities in Bosnia &
Herzegovina. We need investors and business
from your country. You must visit Bosnia &
Herzegovina to see this business and tourist
friendly Muslim country which is very close to
European Union”, he added.
Luring the business and industrial community,
he said that 70 percent of Bosnian &
Herzegovinian border touches European Union
hence, it can be used as a logistics base by
Pakistani investors which can be used as a road
to EU.
He opined that Bosnia & Herzegovina and
Pakistan maintain good relations since many
years and it was really heartening to see that
Pakistan has continued to extend full support
and cooperation to Bosnia particularly during
difficult times. “Pakistan and Bosnia, being two
brotherly countries, have special feelings for

each other. We not only need to have more
exchanges of business delegations but students,
cultural, sports and other exchanges must also
be encouraged in order to further improve the
relations between the two brotherly countries”,
he added.

provide a perfect platform to not only review
investment opportunities but also enhance trade
ties with counterparts in Bosnia & Herzegovina.
Earlier, President KCCI Muffasar Atta Malik, in
his remarks, underscored the need for a more
liberal visa policy by the Bosnian government
particularly for Pakistani business and industrial
community which would certainly help in
effectively dealing with the meager trade volume
between the two countries.

To a query, he said that Bosnia has been
producing surplus Hydroelectricity and also
using coal for electricity production which is
being exported. “Keeping in view the immense
knowledge and expertise available in Bosnia, we
can certainly assist Pakistan in establishing
Hydro Power Plants”, he added.

He said that Karachi, which is the financial and
economic hub of Pakistan, offers profitable
investment opportunities and added facilities for
investment and joint ventures to Bosnian
Investors. The improved law and order situation
across the country has resulted in attracting
many potential investors from around the world.
Karachi city, which contributes more than 65
percent revenue to the national exchequer, is an
attractive place for Bosnian investors, who can
surely earn maximum profits by setting up their
businesses and undertaking joint ventures in
this city.

In response to another question, he said that any
Pakistani individual or businessman having a
valid US, UK or Schengen Visa can easily enter
Bosnia & Herzegovina without acquiring Bosnian
visa whereas business and tourist visas are only
issued to those applicants who are invited by
someone in Bosnia and the businessmen
intending to make investments in Bosnia are
granted Multiple Visas.
Bosnian Ambassador also invited Karachi
Chamber to participate in Sarajevo Business
Forum 2018 which is scheduled to be organized
on 25th and 26th April 2018 which would

Commenting on bilateral trade, President KCCI
noted that the bilateral trade between Pakistan &
Herzegovina has not been very extensive and

Pakistan to equally benefit from CPEC routes: State Minister
Pakistan will equally benefit from routes of
China – Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) for
the movements of its containers, Rana
Muhammad Afzal, State Minister of Finance and
Revenue said recently.
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Addressing at a pre-budget seminar, he
dismissed the impression that only Chinese
container would use the routes for trade.

added. He, however, said world politics taking a
very dangerous move. The minister also said
Pakistan had a history of sacrifices.

Talking about Financial Action Task Force (FATF),
he said the US and its allied exerted pressure to
achieve their ulterior objectives. But this was
averted with strong lobbying by Pakistan, he

The minister said about five years back the
security situation was not good in Pakistan and
foreign investors were reluctant to visit the
country. At present this situation has been
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currently based on very limited trade volume.
During Fiscal Year 2017, Pakistan exported
goods worth $0.36 million and its imports stood
at $2.6 million. “I believe there is a dire need for
enhancing bilateral trade relations between
Pakistan and Bosnia as the current level of trade
is too low. In this regard, frequent exchanges of
trade
delegations
and
people-to-people
exchanges have to take place whereas the
linkages between KCCI and its peer chamber in
Bosnia must also be enhanced which will prove
favorable for both the brotherly countries.
He also requested Bosnian Ambassador to help
KCCI in effectively promoting its My Karachi
Exhibition amongst the Bosnian Business and
Industrial Community. The Bosnian companies
should participate in 15th My Karachi – Oasis of
Harmony exhibition scheduled to be organized at
Karachi Expo Center from 20thApril to 22nd
April 2018. This three-day long event is regularly
being organized since 2004 which is attended by
around 1 million visitors every year. My Karachi
will provide an excellent opportunity to Bosnian
businessmen and industrialists to showcase
their products and create strong linkages with
the business community of Karachi by holding
B2B meetings in a cordial atmosphere, he
added.
improved.
He said that loss making government entities are
burden on the economy. He said those
organizations should be privatized.
He advised the business community to
have
sector
specific
associations.

PICTORIAL HIGHLIGHTS

Chairman Businessmen Group & Former President Karachi Chamber of Commerce & Industry Siraj Kassam Teli (S.I.) and President Karachi Chamber
Muffasar Atta Malik presenting crest to Chairman/ Managing Director Bahria Foundation Vice Admiral (Retd.) Shah Sohail Masood HI (M) during his visit to
KCCI. Senior Vice President KCCI Abdul Basit Abdul Razzak, Vice President KCCI M. Rehan Hanif and former President KCCI Mian Abrar Ahmed, former VP
Agha Shahab Ahmed Khan and others are also seen in the picture.

President Karachi Chamber of Commerce & Industry Muffasar Atta Malik presenting crest to Hammad Ponawala who led a delegation from All City Tajir
Ittehad during its visit to Karachi Chamber of Commerce & Industry. Senior Vice President Abdul Basit Abdul Razzak, Vice President Rehan Hanif and others
are also seen in the picture,

President Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry receiving bouquet from Talat Mehmood and Muhammad Ilyas Memon who led a delegation from
Saddar Alliance of Markets Association during its visit to KCCI. Vice President KCCI M. Rehan Hanif, Abdul Samad and others are also seen in the picture.

Only 79 percent of economy is taxed: Haroon Akhtar
The tax authorities are taxing only 79 percent of
the economy, which brings tax to GDP ratio at
16 percent, Haroon Akhtar, Special Assistant to
the Prime Minister on Revenue said at a meeting
with senior officials of Asian Development Bank
(ADB).
“We are practically taxing only 79 per cent of the
economy which brings out tax-to-GDP ratio to
almost 16 per cent,” he contended.
He told the ADB team the country had done
much better on the revenue generation front
where there had been nearly 75 per cent revenue
growth accumulatively during the last four years
and even for the current year, FBR was

Asian Development Bank who along with her
team met the Minister at FBR House to share
with him their views and recommendations on
the current state of economy and the issues it
faces.

maintaining 18 per cent growth.
He said the government is aiming for a proinvestment and business-friendly federal budget
for the coming year to jumpstart growth and
boost the economy.
“We are looking into all possible ways to boost
the GDP growth and we are willing to work with
the industry and all stakeholders to prepare a
budget that addresses the major concerns and
issues facing the economy, particularly the
manufacturing sector which holds the key to
developing the country on a sustainable basis,”
he said while talking to Ms. Xiaohong Yang,
Country Director Pakistan Resident Mission of
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Akhtar said the government had brought down
the corporate tax rates from 35 to 30 per cent
and had also taken certain other measures to
reverse the decline in exports which had started
going up since June last year. “We are aware
that our manufacturing sector needs to be given
more incentives to fuel a broad-based growth
and we are working on different proposals to lift
this sector and put the country on the
industrialization path,” he said.

M s .
Xiaohong
Yang said
she was
h a p p y
with the
w a y
Pakistani economy had performed during the
last four years and the situation required for
more incentives and pro-investment measures
to strengthen these gains and ensure continuity
of growth in the coming years.
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Indonesia lifts quota restrictions on Pakistani kinnow
Indonesia’s commerce minister has announced the lifting of quota
restrictions on kinnow imports from Pakistan, allowing shipment of
an unlimited quantity of the citrus fruit to the Southeast Asian
country. The announcement came during the Indonesia-Pakistan
Business Forum in Islamabad, which was attended by commerce
ministers of the two countries. Pakistan exported 36,000 tons of
kinnow to Indonesia worth $19.8 Mn last year. After the removal of
quota curbs, it is expected that Pakistan’s kinnow exports will
increase to 60,000 tons.

MONTHLY

Trade tiff with UAE brewing
The United Arab Emirates has lodged a trade complaint with the
WTO against Pakistan’s anti-dumping measures imposed on imports
of plastic film, used in food packaging, printing, textiles and other
applications. The UAE claims that the anti-dumping measures are
inconsistent with various provisions of the WTO’s Anti-Dumping
Agreement and the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 1994.
Pakistan ranks 47th on WEF’s index
World Economic Forum (WEF) has ranked Pakistan at the 47th as
against 52nd place last year among 79 developing economies on an
Inclusive Development Index. The index takes into account the
“living standards, environmental sustainability and protection of
future generations from further indebtedness. WEF has further
urged the leaders to urgently move to a new model of inclusive
growth and development, saying reliance on GDP as a measure of
economic achievement is fueling short-termism and inequality. The
2018 index has been divided into two parts where first part covers
29 advanced economies and the second 74 emerging economies.
Fitch revises outlook on Pakistan’s ratings to negative
Fitch Ratings has announced that it has revised the outlook on
Pakistan’s long-term foreign and local currency issuer default
ratings to negative from stable and has affirmed ‘B’ rating for both
the categories. In its latest assessment, Fitch said it revised the
outlook because since the completion of Pakistan’s 3-year IMF
Extended Fund Facility in Sep’16, there had been a partial reversal
of gains made under the programme. In particular, foreign currency
reserves of the country have declined and fiscal deficit has
widened. Though measures had recently been taken to address
these trends, including some currency depreciation, tax rebates on
exports and import duties on non-essential goods, these have
proved insufficient thus far to arrest the ongoing decline in
reserves.
Interest rate increased 25bps to 6%: SBP raises policy rate for
first time in two years
The SBP raised the benchmark interest rate by 25 basis points to
6% as it tries to tame inflation stoked by the recent rupee
depreciation. In its latest monetary policy statement, the central
bank said four key factors have witnessed important changes since
Nov’17, impinging upon the policy rate decision. The factors
include: i) PKR depreciation by around 5% ii) oil prices hovering
near $70/barrel iii) multiple indicators showing that the output gap
has significantly narrowed, indicating a buildup of demand
pressures and iv) upwards policy rate adjustment by a number of
central banks, thus adversely affecting PKR interest rate differential
vis-à-vis their currencies. The policy rate had remained at the
5.75% level since May’16.
Cotton import: SRO on exemption of duty issued
Govt. has formally issued SRO 48(1)/2018 regarding exemption of
the whole of customs duty on cotton import under two categories,
carded or combed and not carded or combed. The notification shall
be deemed effective from Jan. 8, 2018.
Sindh slaps 15% sales tax on inter-provincial POL supplies
The Sindh government has fixed a 15% service sales tax on tankers
supplying petroleum, oil and lubricant (POL) products outside the
province, keeping exemption intact for some territories. However,
sales tax on service is 13% if supply is made within the province.
SECP unveils guidelines on corporate governance regulations
SECP has elaborated on corporate governance regulations to clarify
certain matters effecting compliance and disclosure. The
regulations, issued in November 2017, are effective from January
1, thereby replacing the code of corporate governance 2012. After
the effective date of regulations, in view of certain practical issues
and during interaction with stakeholders, SECP was requested for
clarity on certain matters effecting compliance and disclosure under
the regulations.
Local & foreign assets: two amnesty schemes in the offing
The govt. is planning to introduce two separate amnesty schemes
aimed at legalizing undisclosed local and foreign assets held by
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Pakistanis at home and abroad. However the opposition has termed
the timing of the proposed amnesty schemes inappropriate. The
opposition has further demanded that basic features of the scheme
must be disclosed and debated in Parliament and that there is no
justification for announcing such an amnesty scheme when
elections are approaching in near future.
AoPs, foreign govt., individual: Submission of e-enrolment form
to be made mandatory
FBR is making it mandatory for every individual, Association of
Persons (AoPs), company or a foreign govt. to file electronic return
of total income and submit e-enrollment form through the FBR's
online system. In this regard, FBR has issued SRO 50 (1)/2018 as a
draft for making certain amendments to the Income Tax Rules,
2002. Therein, FBR has also sought comments regarding
registration of foreign govt. Rule 80 (3) will be altered to provide
that a foreign govt. be treated as registered, when e-enrolled.
Conditional offer made to India to join CPEC
Pakistan has made a conditional offer to India to get linked with
Central Asian states, Europe and the rest of the world by
connecting through CPEC if the outstanding issues between the
two countries are resolved. A senior govt. official pointed out that
Pakistan, due to its strategic location, is offering the world a unique
opportunity of connectivity through the Indian Ocean and
Balochistan has the potential of creating four international cities on
the coastline. However, efforts are being made to block its entry
and exit points by India on one side and Afghanistan on the other
side.
FBR acts to remove obstacles to Pak-Afghan trade
For improving Pak-Afghan transit and bilateral trade, FBR’s DG
Transit Trade, will rationalize bonded carrier service charges,
consider waiver of demurrage charges at Karachi port and also fix
clearance time limit for consignments destined for Afghanistan. The
decision has been taken during the last inter-ministerial meeting for
removing irritants pointed out by the stakeholders. The DG
informed that two tracker operators have been allowed to fix
trackers on the bonded carriers and 34 operators have been given
license.
Court removes regulatory duty from over 350 goods
The Sindh High Court (SHC) has declared a legal amendment,
which had given the finance minister powers of imposing
regulatory duty (RD), unconstitutional and scrapped the duty levied
on more than 356 items. The ruling also declared SRO 1,035 of
2017, issued in October 2017 as ultra vires and of no legal effect.
The decision carries far-reaching implications for the federal
government as it will cause a dent in the FBR’s revenues for FY18,
as it had estimated receipt of a minimum PKR 25Bn from the RD.
However, the decision will help ease inflationary expectations as the
government had even targeted essential and food items to raise
additional revenues. Imported food items, tyres, vehicles, garments
etc. will get cheaper as a result of the court ruling. The SHC also
directed the FBR to refund the duty that the petitioners paid after
the issuance of the SRO. It also upheld the principle of taxes and
duties to be imposed only by parliament.
FBR withdraws pledge’s condition for transit cargos
FBR has reportedly exempted foreign aid agencies from the
requirement of submitting financial security for cargo to be cleared
under Afghan transit trade. There is a mandatory requirement of
producing exemption certificate for clearance of such noncommercial goods. Diplomatic missions, Afghan government,
NGOs, UN agencies and European Commission import such noncommercial goods. The goods are not considered as noncommercial if the cargo belongs to US army, ISAF, NATO or other
military forces stationed in Afghanistan.
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PSM land price to be evaluated by private expert
The Board of Directors (BoD) of Pakistan Steel Mills (PSM) have
decided that the fair price of land handed over to National Industrial
Park (NIP) at Bin Qasim will be evaluated by a private evaluator. The
NIP had sold out land at PKR 18Mn per acre in FY17; and presently
it is selling it at PKR 25Mn per acre as compared to PKR 13Mn in
2015.
Benami rules redrafted
FBR has redrafted Benami Transactions (Prohibition) Rules, 2018 on
the recommendation of Cabinet Committee for Disposal of
Legislative Cases (CCLC) to ensure that powers of the federal govt.
to be exercised by the Cabinet/Prime Minister cannot be delegated to
any minister. The FBR has submitted a progress report to the
Senate’s Finance Standing Committee on the Benami Transactions
(Prohibition) Rules, as approved by the Cabinet.
MSCI review 2017: Equity market records 11.2 percent increase
Pakistan's equity market has recorded an increase of 11.2% or
3,725 points (USD based return 6.2%) since the last MSCI
Semiannual Review back in Nov.’17. This positivity is attributable to
recent foreign inflows, political clarity along with the announcement
of Senate elections and cheap valuations which attracted investors
to turn to the market for value buying. During the period under
consideration (Oct. 31, 2017 to Jan. 31, 2018), the bourse attracted
net inflows of $ 10.19Mn with prime concentration in OMCs (31% of
gross inflows or $ 20.17Mn) and Cements (25% of inflows or $
16.52Mn).
Shareholders: SECP
gifts/incentives

to

penalize

companies

distributing

SECP has decided to penalize companies which are giving
gifts/incentives to shareholders at annual general meetings which is
strictly prohibited under Section 185 of the Companies Act, 2017
("the Act"). In this regard, the SECP has warned companies through
a circular number 2 of 2018.
Import consignments: MCC EPZA declares”100% examination”
mandatory
Model Collectorate Customs (MCC), Exports Processing Zone
Authority (EPZA), in order to avoid undue exemptions costing
around PKR 30Bn per year, has declared ''100% examination''
mandatory for the clearance of import consignments. MCC EPZA
has given USD 2Bn tax exemption on imports worth USD 9Bn
during last 10 years, due to improper manual system, which
encourages high misdeclaration on the import consignments.
However, high officials in MCC EPZA have assured that bona fide
exporters and importers would not be hurt by the move, adding that
the said measure was taken to eradicate ill-practices being continued
for years.
Sindh announces first-ever tripartite labour policy
The Sindh govt. has announced that it has become the first
provincial government to present the tripartite Labour Policy 2018
titled ‘A Framework of Industrial Relations, Social and Economic
Wellbeing of the People of Sindh’, after the 18th Constitution
Amendment. Unveiling the policy, Minister for Labour Nasir Hussain
Shah said that the policy is for laborers but it is also friendly to
investment so that both employees and employers benefit with
balance. The policy aims to ensure health and safety at work along
with guaranteeing living wages for all. In order to facilitate and
monitor the implementation of laws, the ministry will set up a
provincial health and safety council.
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Bill passed to enhance punishment in case a cheque bounces
The National Assembly recently passed The Criminal Law
(Amendment) Act 2017 which calls for increase in punishments in
case a cheque is dishonored.
Hence, if a cheque worth Rs10,000 bounces, the punishment can
be up to three years and the fine will be no less than double the
amount will be imposed. In case of a cheque of up to Rs150,000
bounces, the punishment can be up to five years imprisonment
and a fine of no less than double the amount. Similarly the
imprisonment for cheques up to Rs10 million and over 10 million
will be seven and 10 years respectively and fines will not be less
than double of the amount mentioned in the cheque.
Similarly other bills were also passed by the National Assembly
including one for the formation of the Islamabad Health Regulatory
Authority (IHRA), for granting university status to the Health
Services Academy (HSA) and for the constitution of the Pakistan
Private Courier Services Regulatory Authority (PPCSRA).
After the formation of the IHRA, the federal government will for the
first time have the legal power to hold private hospitals and testing
laboratories accountable and will allow patients to seek
compensation against negligence in private medical facilities.
After the regulatory authority is formed, medical facilities will also
have to get licences for various services, such as for conducting
caesarean sections.
Complaints are frequently received against hospitals and
laboratories regarding not being able to provide patients with
proper treatment and not being able to diagnose diseases.
However, there is no body at the federal level to regulate the
functioning of hospitals and diagnostic laboratories.
The Ministry of National Health Services (NHS) had started
working on a bill in this regard in 2014 and tabled it in the federal
cabinet for initial approval after which it was sent to parliament and
amended according to the suggestions of the relevant standing
committees.
It was then sent to the federal cabinet for final approval and the
Islamabad Health Regulation Act, 2017 was then tabled in
parliament as a government bill.

Continued from page 3

NADRA FACILITATION
CENTRE AT KCCI

Talk of the Month
which, if done, would surely yield positive
results and also provide a sigh of relief to
loyal taxpayers.
We have be suggesting this at all available
platforms and would continue to do so until
the government provides relief to the
perturbed
business
and
industrial
community who is finding it really hard to
carry on their businesses in the ongoing era
of inflation, harassment and corruption.

National Database & Registration Authority
(NADRA) has gained international recognition for
its success in providing solutions for
identification,
e-governance
and
secure
documents that deliver multi-pronged goals of
facilitating the public. In-depth Research and
Development efforts have enabled NADRA to
become the trailblazer in the area of Software
Integration,
Data
Warehousing,
Network
Infrastructure
Development
and
Project
Management.
NADRA Facilitation Centre has been established
at KCCI to facilitate the members of the Karachi
Chamber in matters related to CNIC.
This facilitation centre is authorized for issuing
the NADRA Smart Card to the members of the
Karachi Chamber. KCCI members can submit
their NIC application forms and collect their
NADRA Smart Cards in a hassle free environment
without standing in long queue.
Working hours for the NADRA facilitation centre
are from 10.00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

As far as KCCI’s activities are concerned, I
would like to inform that a high-level
delegation of Karachi Chamber, which was
led by Vice President KCCI Rehan Hanif
recently visited Mauritius to explore trade
and investment opportunities in the Island.
KCCI’s delegation was warmly welcomed by
their counterparts in Mauritius and they held
fruitful meetings with Mauritian President
Dr. Ameenah Gurib-Fakim, other Minister,
Office Bearers of Mauritius Chamber of
Commerce and Industry, representatives of
Greenwich University in Mauritius and other
high profile dignitaries.
During their meeting with Mauritian
President, KCCI delegation briefed her about
some of the potential sectors and also gave
suggestions on how to deal with some
major hurdles hindering smooth trade
between the two countries. KCCI’s
delegation also expressed deep concerns
over the ban imposed by the Mauritian
government on the imports of meat from
Pakistan. In this regard, officers of Mauritian
Health Department are scheduled to visit
Pakistan since last two years to inspect the
health and hygiene conditions of Pakistani
meat prior to lifting ban on meat imports but
they have not visited the country so far and
their scheduled visit is postponed every time
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The Health Services (Restructuring ) Act, 2017 will give the status
of a university to the HSA.
The bill, titled Pakistan Courier and Logistics Regulatory Authority
Act, 2017 will regulate the functions of the courier and cargo
services and will also generate funds for the government and set
tariffs for courier services in a transparent and fair manner.
Currently, private couriers, cargo and logistics service providers
are operating without any regulatory regime. They are free to fix
their own charges and are not paying general sales and other
taxes. Many incidents of under and over pricing have been
recorded and there is no protection for customers.
The Service and Tribunals (Amendment) Act, 2016 will amend the
Service Tribunal Act 1973 and will allow civil servants to file
appeals within 45 days instead of 90 days.

they intend to visit Pakistan because of any
minor issue. KCCI delegation requested the
Mauritian President to send the Mauritian
Health Officers to Pakistan urgently so that
the ban imposed on meat imports could
immediately be lifted which would certainly
help in improving the meager trade volume
between the two countries. They also
requested the President to instruct the
concerned officials to make arrangements
so that the Karachi Chamber could hold
Single
Country
Exhibition,
besides
expressing concerns over limited period
visas being issued to visitors from Pakistan
for up to seven days only which has to be
increased to at least one month in order to
encourage
business-to-business
and
people-to-people interaction between the
two countries.
I take this opportunity to appreciate the
support and cooperation extended by the
Embassy of Mauritius in Pakistan and the
Honorary Consulate of Mauritius in Karachi
which resulted in making KCCI delegation
visit to Mauritius successful. I look forward
to similar support and cooperation in the
days to come which would certainly help in
bringing the business communities of the
two countries closer to each other, besides
paving way for enhanced trade and
investment ties between the two friendly
countries.
Furthermore, the Karachi Chamber also
organized a breakfast meeting which was
attended by Senior Commercial Officer of
United States Steve Knode, Consul General
of Switzerland Philippe Crevoisier, Consul
General of Turkey Tolga Ucak, Vice Consul of
Consulate General of Germany Ingolf Vogel
and Commercial Attaché of Turkish
Consulate Murat Mustu, who underscored
the need to improve the perception about
Pakistan in order to attract maximum
number of foreign investors who will
certainly be interested in massive

investment opportunities available
Pakistan, particularly Karachi.

in

They added that Foreign Investors from their
respective countries were keen to explore
investment opportunities in Pakistan but the
negative perception, excessive paper-work
and red-tapism were hindering FDI in the
country. They also advised the business and
industrial community of Karachi to focus on
diversifying their exports as staying
confined mostly to textile exports would not
yield the desired results. Details of the event
along with meeting photo have been
incorporated in this issue of Economic
Horizon.
On one hand, the Karachi Chamber
remained busy in compiling Budget
Proposals and on the other, the Chamber
was actively engaged in finalizing
arrangements for 15th My Karachi – Oasis
of Harmony Exhibition which will inshallah
be staged with same zeal and enthusiasm
from 20th April to 22nd April 2018 at
Karachi Expo Center where we are once
again expecting huge turnout of more than
one million visitors during three days of the
exhibition.
I would like to invite our valuable members
to densely participate in Karachi Chamber’s
forthcoming My Karachi Exhibition. I would
also like to appreciate the support and
cooperation given by the leadership of
Businessmen Group to make this exhibition
a resounding success. It will surely be a
miss if I don’t acknowledge the untiring
efforts being made by Chairman Special
Committee for My Karachi Exhibition
Muhammad Idrees, who has gone an extra
mile, to make this event memorable for all
the Karachiites.
Sincerely Yours
Muffasar Atta Malik
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